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SCIENCE PHERE '74
The AAAS Annual Exposition of Science and Industry was first organized in 1924 and was continued through the 1971 meeting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Association was not able to hold an Exposition in conjunction with the 1972 Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C. We did find that a large number of our attendees missed the chance to meet those who produce and distribute the tools and materials of science. Because of an overwhelming number of requests from the registrants, the Association is pleased to initiate "SCIENCEPHERE '74." "SCIENCEPHERE" is uniquely different from the old Exposition. Yes, we still plan to have large numbers of publishing firms plus a cross-representation of industrial and instrument companies exhibiting. But "SCIENCEPHERE" will provide us with the means of expanding the formal symposia by providing visual structures illustrating various aspects of the program. Many of the special exhibits have been specially designed and built just for "SCIENCE-PHERE '74."
Another special feature of "SCIENCEPHERE" will be a representation of regional activities. We plan to highlight a number of programs in and around the Bay Area.
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